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Future Events
Eungella Tracks ………………………………………………………...……………….31 st January
The Diggings ……………………………………………………………………………..7th February
Paradise Falls …………………………………………………….…………………….14th February
General Meeting……………………………………….………………………………..17th February
Leaders Seminar………………………………………………………………………..20th February
Middle Creek…………………………………………………………………………….21st February

Attendees of the 2015 Christmas Camp

Club Officers
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Safety Officer
Equipment Officer

Carole Weekes 49546108
Garry Hendicott 49440236
Vacant
Michelle Dartnell 0428552603
Vacant
Garry Hendicott 49440236
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Contact Officer
Coral Morgan 49578474
Walks Coordinator Coral Morgan 49578474
Assist Walks Coordinator Frances Eiteneur 49576028
Newsletter Editor Jenny Wooding 49440236
Publicity Officer
Vacant

From the Editor
I hope all club members have had a great Christmas and New Year with some adventures thrown in. It will be good to
meet up with you all in the bush to hear what you have been up to.
Please take the time to read the appeal our president Carole has sent in as we really do need to find a secretary for
our club to be able to continue.
It’s that time of the year again when walks may need to be cancelled or altered due to weather conditions. It is always
a good idea to check emails the night before a walk is due to take place in case things have changed.
Have a great month and happy walking.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 23rd February

An appeal from the president
As you are aware, a number of positions were not filled at our 2015 AGM. These include publicity
officer, safety officer and secretary. The one that must be filled urgently is secretary, as it is not legal for
a club to operate without executive positions being filled. Kerry Morgan stepped in a couple of years
ago despite her long drive to meetings, and we are very appreciative of the fact that she filled the role
for two years. She is now having a well earned rest, and at the January meeting, Jenny kindly typed up
the minutes on the club laptop.
I am now appealing once again on behalf of the committee for someone out there to step in as
secretary for 2016. Yes, the job does involve attending meetings, but it is not too demanding, and the
club laptop will be at your disposal. The main responsibilities are typing up the minutes, typing up any
correspondence (very little), clearing the mailbox once a month and presenting any correspondence
inwards to the meeting, as well as copying the minutes to present at the next meeting, keeping a record
of current members, and issuing new members with a membership card. Most of these jobs can be
completed on the spot at the meetings. Please think seriously about how you can contribute to your
club in 2016.
I would also like to encourage members to try to attend some of the meetings this year. At our January
meeting there were only eight in attendance, and one of these was a new member. The others were the
president, treasurer, Vice President, newsletter editor, walks co-ordinator, assistant walks co-ordinator,
and one other member. Please give some thought to attending some of our monthly meetings this year,
so that you can support your club, but also so that you can have some input into the walks calendar,
into decisions about the running of the club, and so that the committee is supported.
Thanks for any support you can provide.
Carole
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Key to Walks Grading System
Distance

Terrain

S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
Eungella Tracks
Sunday 31st January
Leader:
706240

Grade:
Vehicles:

Daphne Goodson 0417

M65
4WD

4954 9338
Depart:
7am
Journey:
180km $18
Map Ref:
Mirani
Grade:
L15
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 100m Pace: average Terrain:
Graded walking tracks Vegetation: rainforest,
Expect, leeches and swimming holes.
This year instead of doing a through walk, cars
will be left near Eungella Chalet where the walk
will begin. We will walk to Broken River and
maybe beyond depending on the mood of the
day. Walkers will then return to the cars via the
same track. The walk is suitable for beginners
and is entirely on graded tracks. You will need
to bring plenty of drinking water, hat, swimmers
and insecticide.

Estimated walking time: 5 - 6 hrs Pace:
Average Terrain: some uneven terrain
Vegetation: rain forest Expect: rock hopping,
creek crossings, some prickly vegetation
We will start our walk from the camping area at
the diggings. After walking beside the river for
some way we will come to a most interesting
rocky area and a large 'washing machine
bowl'. Then to the top of a waterfall which we
will clamber down the side of and continue
down the creek till we come to suitable lunch
spot. At this stage the water is low (it might
rain before then) but I think we should find
some pools suitable for swimming. We return to
the cars very much the same way.
Weather permitting we will drive across Broken
River and on the loop road which will bring us
back to the Eungella Dam Road. This is a
winding dirt road with views of Mt St Johns and
the surrounding area.

The Diggings - Eungella
Sunday 7th February

Paradise Falls or Alternative walk.
Sunday 14th February

Leader:
Depart:
Journey:
Map Ref:

Frances Eiteneuer 4957 6028
7:00am
200kms?
$20.00
Mirani

Leader: Jenny Wooding 49440236
0447091532
Depart: 6.00am
Journey: 60km $6.00
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Grade: M67
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 100m Pace: medium
Terrain: beach, rock hopping, scrub
Expect: sun, views of Islands, some
scrambling.

the day or so before which walk we will be
undertaking.

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 17th February
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Frances and
Carole

Paradise Falls is a long drop waterfall which
only runs after recent rainfall but it can be
spectacular. If we have had no rain in the days
prior to this walk, then an alternative walk will
be offered. However fingers crossed we will
have rain. The tide will be at its lowest in the
morning so we head on rocks around the
beaches until we reach the bay from where we
can access the falls. An early starting time will
mean we don’t have to rush. After spending
time at the falls we return by climbing a slope
out of the bay and back over the hills. It will be
hot so bring plenty of water. Paradise Falls has
been well known in the past to test walking
endurance.

Leaders Seminar
Saturday 20th February
Co-ordinator: Carole Weekes Phone:
49546108
Venue: Harrup Park
Date: 20th February 2016
Time: 11.45 for 12 noon
Once again this year we are inviting all those
who have acted as walks leaders during 2015,
and up until the date of the leaders' seminar
this year to have lunch at the expense of the
club. This is to thank leaders for their much
appreciated contribution, and also to accept
any offers of walks to add to our 2016 calendar.
Partners are very welcome to attend at their
own expense.

Alternative walk for Sunday 14th Feb will be
Lineel Falls/Pretty Creek Loop.
Leader: Jenny Wooding
49440236
Depart: 6.00am
Journey: 200km $20
Grade: M65
Map Ref: Mirani 669 731
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 100m Pace: medium
Terrain: Rainforest, rockhopping, some
scrambling, creek crossings.
Expect: Nice swimming holes and some off
track bashing

Please let me know of your intention to attend
no later than Sunday 14th February, as I have
to give Harrup Park a definite number very
soon after this. Even if you have only led one
walk during 2015 or early 2016, please come
along and enjoy a pleasant lunch with other
walks leaders. If you are not eligible to attend,
but have some walks you would like to see us
do this year, please pass on your suggestions
to a member of the committee. See you on
Saturday 20th Feb.

This walk begins on the Western trail to Mt
Dalrymple before we will head off on a ridge
down to the junction of Pretty Creek with
another creek. We will explore a little way
downstream in Pretty Creek where there are
some spectacular swimming holes. We will
then head back to the junction and diverge
150m or so upstream to visit Lineel Falls. From
here we will travel 800m back up Pretty Creek
via some small waterfalls and micro gorges to
where we will rejoin the western trail to return to
the cars. The creek is quite spectacular in this
section.

Middle Creek
Sunday 21st February
Leader:
Garry Hendicott 49440236
Depart:
7:00am
Journey:
125kms $12.50
Map Ref:
Mirani 8655, UTM 55K
E670663 N7657018 GDA94
Grade:
M65

For anyone registering their interest for
Paradise Falls I should be able to let you know
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difficult. When we have gone as far as we like,
then we will climb out of the creek and bush
bash for about 500 metres (that will be the
mandatory “exploratory” component) to pick up
the Lonely Valley 4WD track and return via it to
The Causeway. If we make really good time
and manage to cover 3.8km or so of the creek
we might find ourselves at Lonely Valley itself.
Be prepared for an average but perhaps long
day walking, there is a fair amount of distance
to cover to and from the creek on bush track.

Estimated walking time: 6-7 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 150 m Pace: average
Terrain: 8kms of 4WDTrack, rocky creek banks
and bed, 500m bush bash Expect: Track
walking, wet boots in creek bed, some long
grass and scratchy vegetation during short
bush bash.
Middle Creek is a picturesque little creek
running into Teemburra Dam. Access will be
through private property necessitating a short
(1.5km) drive on dirt road. We will walk the rest
of the 4WD track to access Middle Creek at
what is known as “The Causeway” where the
creek enters the dam. From there we will walk
as far upstream in the creek as we feel like on
the day. Be prepared to get your boots wet.
There are some very nice swimming holes and
scenery along the way. There may be wet
rocks and a little rock hopping but nothing too

Previous Activities
Maud Creek Falls - Overnight Hike
28th - 29th of November 2015
To start out I would like to express deep hearted thanks to Steven & Kerry Morgan for sharing another
superb weekend away. I will speak for myself that it was a
weekend away that I truly needed, time away to charge the
batteries. And another huge thanks to Steven for the effort
of carrying all the extra equipment necessary to lead this
walk including first aid kit, radio, EPIRB and a very a
weighty set of ropes that was used so that the majority of
the group could access a beautiful section of falls.
Considering that Steven is a minimalist hiker to add this kit
to his burden really says a lot!
On Saturday we accessed the start of the walking track via
Black Snake Road and enjoyed a 2 hour walk to the campsite and '"WOW" what a campsite, nestled in
amongst running creek, beautiful shady trees and rocky outcrops was an
island oasis of grass. Perfect to pitch a number of tents. We enjoyed this
space for the rest of the afternoon into evening. With great company and
an easy flow of conversation under a blanket of stars, simply perfect. We
even enjoyed a show of fire flies, satellites and shooting stars. Personally,
I was so content, laying back on the warm rocks, belly full, star gazing and
with a constant sound of rushing water. Again I will speak for myself but
falling asleep to the sound of the rushing water was a truly wonderful way
to cap off a fabulous day.
Sunday we enjoyed a slow start, with no real start time nor anyone
cracking a whip. With a leisurely breakfast and pack up we were all set to
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leave around 8:30ish to explore downstream. Steven and myself headed off first to setup a safety rope
so that the rest of the party could access a really nice section of falls. After this section of the falls
Steven and myself broke away from the rest of the party and ventured further downstream. The next 2
hours was to be the highlight of my trip, with Steven stating that there will be some "sporty" sections.
This consisted of a lot of rock hopping and bouldering including some technical sections where I
experienced some "Dad moments" (these used to be "Mum moments, where I could imagine my Mum
being irate at me for doing something stupid, but now they are "Dad moments" considering that I am
having my first baby in March, and I have to rethink my recklessness!). We also enjoyed a couple of
glorious swimming stops along the way.
We were all back to campsite for
lunch and we departed on our
journey back to the cars around
1:30pm. This was a hard 2 hours
slog of mostly uphill and hot
weather. When finally we were at
the cars we enjoyed a real treat of
watermelon on ice, courtesy of
Coral Morgan ("Coral you are
awesome!).
I thoroughly recommend this walk to anyone, the campsite was one of the best I have stayed at and
Maud Creek was simply fantabulous. Thanks again to Steven for everything.
Rone
Christmas Camp – Dalrymple Heights
5-6th December 2015
For a while it looked uncertain that our Christmas camp would go ahead, but thanks to Carole’s
persistent phone calls we were able to secure the same secluded camp site at the Explorer’s Haven as
last year. Sorry that you couldn’t actually be there Carole.
This year I had my grandson, Cormac, with me & we were amongst the first to arrive & set up our tents.
Although the atmosphere was somewhat dampened by the sudden death of our member & friend,
Cathy, earlier in the week, it was good to catch up with everyone as they arrived.
As we had done last year, we all walked down to the Eungella Chalet for
dinner, and were joined there by other members who were not camping but
who had come up to join us for dinner. After dinner, while most people
remained to chat, Daphne, Cormac & I had come prepared with torches to
go spotlighting along the Pine Circuit walking track. It was a lovely still
evening & was so quiet in the rainforest. Through gaps in the trees we
occasionally glimpsed lights in the Valley at Netherdale/Finch Hatton. We
spotlighted several bats, a couple of birds, many white-kneed crickets &
other insects & semi-slugs. To my delight and surprise I also spotted a Pseudovanilla orchid vine, with
flowers & buds, right beside the track. When we returned to camp most people had retired for the night
with only a couple of late (fairly quiet) revellers continuing on into the evening.
A beautiful view of the sun rising up the Pioneer Valley greeted
the early risers. 5 of us took an early walk down to the Pine
Circuit walking track to check out the Pseudovanilla orchids in
daylight. On our arrival back at camp breakfast was under way.
Tony & Michelle treated us to a delightful cooked breakfast, in
which we all eagerly participated.
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Although there were some stallholders later on, it initially appeared that there would be no Eungella
Markets on this week-end, so, as far as I am aware, everyone decided to pack up & go home.
However Cormac & I took the opportunity to drive to Broken River & walk to the river crossing. A little
upstream from there we found a good swimming hole where we spent several hours enjoying the water
before heading home.
Thanks to all who organized the camp in some way & all those who attended and helped make it
another successful, enjoyable camp.
Penny
Great South West Walk
19th Dec – 3rd January
We were pondering what to do with our Christmas Holidays when we came across the website for the
Great South West Walk in Victoria. 250kms doesn’t sound too bad as it is all on track – of course we
can do that. With a few optional extras we ended up walking 270kms, and by the end it felt like it, but
we did it and we loved it.
We set off from Portland early in the morning of December 19th after being fortified with a BBQ dinner
provided by Charles’s sister Primrose the evening before. Our packs were heavy – mine weighing in
close to 21kg and Garry’s was closer to 24kg. We had 21kms to cover on the first day and it was going
to be a hot one. Indeed the mercury climbed to around 35° but we struggled into our camp at around
3pm.
The campsite was a great surprise – it contained an open sided shelter with a table as well as outdoor
table and best of all a full water tank. The back wall of the shelter had a map of the walk and
information on the next day’s section. We were blown away by how nice the campsite was but as we
were to discover all 13 were of the same standard.
After our tent was erected, ourselves and clothes washed we sat
back and watched the thunder storms roll around us. The next few
days cooled to ideal walking conditions.
The website advised snakes were common and all were venomous
but that didn’t concern tough Queeslanders like us. Early in the
morning on day 2, I almost stepped on a sleeping tiger snake which
ruffled our feathers somewhat so we promptly put our gaiters on
and they stayed on for the rest of the walk. For the first week we
were seeing 6 or 7 snakes a day – tigers, red belly blacks and copperheads. Most were obliging and
moved out of our way but a couple refused to budge and so we detoured around them. Garry armed
himself with a stick which we named the Cobobbonee stick after the name of the national park we were
in. The purpose of the stick was to flick snakes out of the way! A few days later he needed it to fend off
a speeding wallaby which came straight at him although he swears it was an enormous (6 foot, 200lb)
Eastern Grey – as the trip went on it grew in stature to mythical
proportions.
The first four days were all in forest which changed as we went
along. The wildlife was abundant and we saw plenty of
wallabies, emus, echidnas, koalas, lizards as well as a huge
array of birds. We had the bush to ourselves and we enjoyed
it.
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Day 5 we had our first view of the Glenelg River which we would follow to Nelson over the next 3 days.
That night a Pobblebonk frog took up residence in Garry’s boot which he discovered the next morning
as he was putting his foot into it. Poor frog must not have had a sense of smell.
We were off early in the morning of day 6 as we had a feeling the weather was once again heating up
and we had 22kms to cover. Not too far along we dropped our packs for a closer look at the river at a
place called Wild Dog Bend. Here we discovered a remarkable species – Homo Sapiens. The first
people we had seen in 6 days so of course I went over for a chat and hopefully a weather report. The
day was going to be very hot and the next day, Christmas Day was going to be even hotter before a
cool change. Oh dear. We ploughed on through the heat at times dunking our shirts in the river to cool
ourselves off. We had a long lunch and rest and I sat for a while in the river fully clothed which was very
refreshing. We staggered into our camp around 4.30 and collapsed into a heap.
Christmas Day was a stinker as promised but we only had
13.5kms to cover so we were up early and arrived at the
campsite by lunchtime. We spent the afternoon lazing
around. It rained all through the night but we stayed dry in
our tent and had left our packs under the shelter. During
the night we could hear something chewing in the shelter
and so we were a little concerned for our packs. It turned
out to be a bored possum living behind the map display.
Maybe he hadn’t wanted to venture out in the rain and so
stayed in to chew on the wood of the shelter but
fortunately wasn’t interested in our packs.
The next day we had 23kms to cover to Nelson but the weather
was beautiful after the rain and our packs were light as we had
eaten our way through 5 or 6 kgs each. The river was
spectacular along this section with steep white cliffs and we
promised ourselves we will come back for a multi - day kayak
trip.
We arrived in Nelson that afternoon to a motel we had pre
booked. Looooong showers were enjoyed before we hit the
next door roadhouse for burgers and chips. The next morning we enjoyed a cooked breakfast before
walking around town and doing our washing. By lunchtime we were presentable when Charles and
Primrose arrived with our food bags for the next section of the walk. They brought lunch with them and
because we had missed Christmas, Primrose made it festive with Bon Bons, cherries and chocolates.
We went to the local pub that night for one more big meal and then repacked our packs for an early
morning departure the next day.
The next 7 days of walking would roughly follow the coastline back to Portland. The walk out of Nelson
along the lake was pretty with large flocks of water birds. We had 10kms of walking on the sandy beach
before going inland to Lake Monibeong where we would camp for the night. We were tired when we got
into the camp as it had been a big day’s walk and our packs were once again very heavy.
At Lake Monibeong there was a large car based camping area
near the walkers camp but no one was there. How strange we
thought as the lake is lovely and it is peak holiday season. We
set up, did our washing and were relaxing with a cuppa when
we heard a car drive up and a young man wearing a
camouflage hunting type jacket approached us and informed us
we were on private property and would have to move on. It was
a little stressful, we felt vulnerable and had packed up ready to
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cut for it and hide in the dunes for the night when the situation was resolved. Phew!!!
The next day for me was a challenge. We had approx. 1km through sand dunes before 14 along the
beach in soft sand and then another 2 through dunes once again to the campsite. Best not to say
anymore about it! Whilst resting after completing the beach section we could hear engine type noise
and assumed motor bikes were roaring around in the dunes. Turned out there was a large dune buggy
track and camping area. Some of the drivers told us they had often had to rescue walkers from that
long beach section so at least I can say I did it even if I didn’t particularly like it.
At this camp, Swan Lake, we met Charles who had been
dropped out to camp and to walk the final 5 days with us.
The next day’s walk was to be a long one, 22kms and
involved going up and over Mt Richmond. The weather
was also heating up once again – why does that seem to
happen for the long days? I enjoyed this long day as it
offered plenty of variety in the terrain and scenery. Late in
the day when we were getting close to camp we saw a
large koala on the move. “What’s he doing moving on such
a hot afternoon?” I asked. We found out that night.
Tarragal Camp was a lovely bush camp. There was a possum resting under the shelter from the heat
and a koala with a large baby on her back in a tree. That night the koala we had seen on the move
caught up with her and the battle raged for hours. The koalas roared and grunted at full volume, first in
the trees and then running around the tents. By morning the baby was dead, the male peacefully
asleep in a tree and the mother sitting looking distressed. So much for them being cute, cuddly animals.
The following day was threatening to be even hotter. In the morning we came down a long hill with
expansive views of Cape Bridgewater with all its power generating windmills and to Lake Bridgewater.
We stopped off to explore Tarragal Cave which Charles hadn’t visited since a school trip in 1961 before
heading to the lake for morning tea. We followed the lake until we reached the coast where we followed
paths along the cliff tops and the scenery was spectacular. It was really hot but we made it to camp
reasonably early. Later in the afternoon, Garry and I returned to the cliffs and we saw a seal romping in
the waves below.
A cool change came through the night and walking
conditions were again ideal. The next few days were
spectacular as we followed the paths along the cliff tops.
We were buffeted by the wind, at times it seemed a
struggle to stay upright but we went by the Petrified
Forest, blow hole, enchanted forest and lighthouse. We
had expansive views of Capes Bridgewater and Nelson
which we would traverse and the wind farms dominated
the landscape in places. We went up and over Victoria’s
highest sea cliff and saw the large seal colony before
descending to the town of Bridgewater.
That night at Trewalla camp Charles’s niece, Felicity, and family arrived with homemade muffins topped
with their own peaches – yumm! Early the next morning
Felicity and her daughter joined us for the day’s walk and we
enjoyed their company. They were collected from our
campsite that night. This was to be our final night on the track
so although we were tired, we were a little sad it was coming
to an end. At this campsite a young English man came in and
this was the first time we had encountered another person at
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the campsite. The wind howled in great gusts all night and we felt we had been sandblasted by
morning.
Our final day’s walking was again 22km and it had plenty of
variety on offer. We made it back to Portland by 4 and
arrived at our motel for showers and a good clean up before
heading to the Pub with Charles’s family for a celebratory
dinner. Here we met some people who had been following
us on the walk but had pulled out after day 4 because of the
heat.
After 13 nights and 15 days on the track, averaging 18kms a
day we completed the walk and it felt great. From Portland Garry and I headed to Mt Gambier and
Robe before returning to Victoria and camping in the Grampians for a few days. We did some walking
in these mountains but not as much as planned. Our bodies and legs had other ideas. We were more
tired than we realised but it was worth it.
Jenny
Not Roberts Lost Falls/Mystery Walk
Sunday 17th January
It was my intention to the lead the planned walk in Kevin’s stead but the onset of heavy rain dictated
that this was not to be. We opted for an alternative destination and managed to dodge the heavy
rainfall.
The nine of us agreed to undertake an exploratory walk in ideal sometimes cloudy conditions with just a
little mizzle. Two of the party opted out at the morning tea
break and the rest of us continued with a one hour steep
descent into a stream, losing 200 meters in altitude. We
continued downstream and past an impressive pool, although
the flow of water was minimal. At an agreed point, we headed
out up a valley, making this a round walk. Silver Staghorns
were plentiful in the trees and we heard the incessant calling of
Wonga Pigeons.
A big thanks to Bryan and Tim for navigating and forging a way
through the formidable vegetation. I found the lengthy three
hour exit route challenging and tiring. For newcomer, Ella
Brownsey, who coped very capably, this was a rugged introduction to our activities.

CAN YOU GUESS OUR DESTINATION?
Coral
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